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Abstract: Event-driven business process management can help businesses to monitor and guarantee correct and efficient execution of their business processes. Two examples of this are using events to monitor processes and control execution. However, many companies lack mature, executable process models and rely on legacy software systems to execute processes. Creating a customized event infrastructure in such an environment is a cumbersome task. In previous work we detailed aPro, an architecture for model-driven design and implementation of business process monitoring. This paper describes how to use real-time monitoring data to control business process execution in real-time, extending the model-driven approach.
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1 Introduction

Today many companies have a need to improve the quality of their business processes. This need arises from volatile market conditions, increasing cost pressure, higher rate of innovations as well as regulatory compliance requirements. Efforts cover all parts of the business process lifecycle [Wes12], including process modeling and management (e.g. CMMI [GG03]), workflow execution, monitoring, and adaptive case management.

However, many companies have a low level of business process management maturity [RdBH04, PCBV11], lacking the capability to execute workflows and optimize their processes. Existing approaches for business process monitoring and execution control often build on top of executable process models running in a process engine [WSL09, BTPT06, BG05]. However, in our work with the industry, we found this to be the exception rather than the norm. Economic and organizational constraints prevent a switch of technology. Existing process models are often not linked to process execution in any way. They only serve documentation purposes. This can lead to discrepancies between process model and actual process, either because the model is out-of-date or because the model represents the ideal rather than the actual state of affairs. Additionally, IT resources and budgets are often constrained. IT departments are busy managing daily operations and implementing...
new products and requirements. Structural improvements without immediate gains are often deferred.

In previous work we developed the aPro architecture to develop and introduce business process monitoring in these heterogeneous, distributed environments [KK12, KK13]. In a model-driven approach, a monitoring infrastructure is created in three steps. In the first step a business process model is augmented by a platform-independent goal model, describing where to measure data as well as the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and goals of the process. This goal model is then used to automatically configure and deploy the aPro architecture in a web container [KWR12]. This includes monitoring data measurement by providing web services and interchange formats [KK12], processing via Complex Event Processing (CEP) rules [KK13] and display by configuring a dashboard [Kin12]. In the third step, existing systems are integrated using platform-specific monitoring stubs, making only minimal changes to the executing system necessary.

We applied this monitoring infrastructure in multiple use cases, including monitoring of process metrics, business metrics as well as compliance monitoring. In comparison to business monitoring, monitoring of compliance to rules and regulations presents a unique set of challenges. While the violation of business goals may be handled at the discretion of a company, violations in compliance should not occur at all and need to be handled immediately to avoid legal problems. As some real-world processes are executed in short timeframes and in high volumes, manual counteractions to goal violations may not be practical. Even if personnel are notified immediately, they may not act fast enough. Thus, an automated execution control is needed to initiate countermeasures to goal violations immediately after they occur.

In this work we will show how real-time monitoring data generated by aPro can be used to control business process execution in heterogeneous environments, providing the following contributions: We show how existing monitoring events and rules can be used for Business process control. WE extend our model-driven approach to encompass the modeling and creation of business control elements. We show how model-driven business process execution control in heterogeneous, distributed systems can be achieved. We implemented these concepts in a prototype.

2 Related Work

In this section we will present related work regarding event-driven process management and execution control. We have outlined related work in the area of process monitoring in previous work [KWR12, KK] and will focus this section on process control. Related work in the field of process adaptation and control focuses on executable process models running within a process engine. While in such homogenous environments these approaches provide a high degree of automation, they provide little assistance for implementing and configuring different process monitoring and execution environments.

[JMM12] propose an event-based approach, gathering events from a process engine, processing them in a CEP engine and providing results to a dashboard and the CEP
engine, thus creating a feedback loop used for process control. It was implemented using standardized formats and off-the-shelf-components. However, considerable effort was spent integrating components, converting data and defining rules and configuration. In comparison, a model-driven approach as presented in this work automates many of these tasks and is not limited to a process engine.

In [TZ11] running BPEL process instances are adapted using adaptation patterns. This approach is not limited to a specific process engine, as only monitoring and adaptation operations need to be implemented. It is used to change process models on the fly, for example by inserting a process fragment, to migrate processes during runtime, with monitoring information serving to adapt each specific process instance. Adaptations are not based on process goals or KPIs as in this work. While this approach provides more flexibility compared to previous approaches allowing only substitution of activities (e.g. [MRD08]), it is still limited to executable BPEL process models. In comparison, the model-driven approach in this work supports any execution environment that can be integrated via stubs.

[UGSC11] presents multiple approaches to control process execution in distributed systems. An integration rule allows measuring at the start and end of activities. Assurance points define a checkpoint within the process and allow monitoring and condition checking. Exception rules are used to implement countermeasures for exceptions. Finally, invariant rules evaluate an invariant throughout process execution and allow countermeasures as soon as it is violated. In comparison to this work, a way to define the different kinds of rules in a unified way and connect them to a graphical process model is missing. Process execution by decentral agents is currently supported, but process engines are not. In comparison, this work supports both, individually or in combination.

[MZD09] describes an approach to detect compliance violations during execution of business processes in a service-oriented architecture. Web service calls are handled as events, which are correlated to event trails and business activities, similarly to correlating events from measuring points in this approach. From these trails CEP rules are created to detect compliance violations. Compliance controls are assumed to be in place and can be invoked if a violation is detected. In comparison, this approach generates event rules directly from business (compliance) goals and provides assistance in implementing compliance controls. However, in a homogenous environment [MZD09] provides a higher degree of automation in the gathering of monitoring events. Similarly, the MASTER project [LPF+08] defines a compliance architecture reading events from services in a SOA, monitoring and assessing them and using the result for compliance enforcement, gathering monitoring data and propagating control actions similarly to this work. For this purpose, the MASTER project defines a high-level language for monitoring data and interfaces.
3 Concept

3.1 Conceptual Overview

This section gives a short overview of the aPro architecture for process optimization and related concepts [KK12, KWR12, KK13, KK]. Figure 1 shows the aPro architecture with the necessary components for monitoring (elements in grey show extensions for control). A BPMN [Obj09] process model is created in the modeling step and stored in a process repository. Depending on the implementation of the business process, the model is either directly executed by a process engine or the process model represents the process execution by one or multiple application systems.

Regardless how the process is executed, monitoring data needs to be gathered by so-called monitoring stubs. These monitoring stubs are used to integrate different kind of application systems, for example as a part of program code or a script. Whenever monitoring data is measured by a monitoring stub, it is sent to a monitoring web service, which in turn creates an event for monitoring data processing. These events are processed by a CEP engine, which aggregates measurements, calculates process goals and KPIs. Monitoring data is presented on a dashboard [Kin12].

To use this architecture for a specific process, configuration files for each component are needed. Using a model-driven approach, these do not need to be created manually, but can be created from a platform-independent model. A so-called goal model describing the monitoring is modeled alongside the process model in a graphical notation. In Figure 2 the modeling elements are shown. A measuring point may be attached to a BPMN element and indicates a measurement to be taken whenever this element is reached during execution. Parameters within the measuring point describe the data to be measured. Based on measured parameters, KPIs and goals can be calculated. A KPI is an important value of a process. A goal is a Boolean condition imposed on a parameter or KPI. If it evaluates to false, the goal is violated. A timing goal imposes a maximum time interval between two measurements of the same process instance. If the second measurement (and its associated activity) is not performed within a specified time after the first, the goal is violated.

After modeling, the process and goal model are stored in a so-called ProGoalML file, an interchange format used as an input to generate component specific configuration files. From this, monitoring stubs, data formats, event processing rules and dashboard layout are created automatically. For the end user, the monitoring infrastructure can be deployed directly from the modeling tool. However, depending on the systems running the process, monitoring stubs need to be deployed manually, though (semi-)automatic assistance is possible. In earlier prototypes, monitoring stubs can be created as a web forms, e-mail forms, JAVA classes, and batch scripts.
3.2 Running Example

Figure 3 top shows a simplified real-life insurance claim management process consisting of four steps. In the step Receive claim an insurance claim is received from a customer after an event of damage. This claim is usually sent in paper form and contains a description of the claim as well as a damage assessment from a local claim assessor which may or may not be associated with the insurance company. During the receive step, the data is parsed in a structured form and any containing images are extracted. This data is used in the next step Process claim to examine the claim based on multiple factors, for example if the damage is covered by the contract, if the damage description is plausible, if the claimed amount is realistic, etc. In the third step Decide claim a decision about the claim is made. A claim can be accepted, accepted with deductions or rejected. In the fourth step Send claim a letter with the result is sent to the customer. This process is executed in a heterogeneous environment involving a claim management system used by insurance personnel, a separate image extraction system, a service provider for text extraction and an expert system for claim assessment. As these systems handle a large volume of about 300 claims a day, of which approximately a third fulfills one or more special cases, a high degree of automation is desired.

To monitor the system with aPro, each activity has an associated measuring point. The step Receive claim is measured after the claim is received and the image extraction system is called. It measures the ID of the claim, the timestamp the claim is received and the amount of images that have been extracted from the document. An aggregated KPI \( \text{avg}_{-\text{img}}\_\text{count} \) is defined measuring the average
The count of extracted images over the last. The goal `avg_img_above_zero` is fulfilled if this average is above 0. If the goal is not fulfilled, this indicates a problem with the image extraction system. An alert is generated and an administrator needs to investigate.

The second step `Process claim` is measured at the claim management system. Here, the `assessor_address` is measured, indicating who has assessed the claim. Additionally, a lookup of this assessor is performed within an internal database. If the assessor is found, his or her ID in the database is given as `assessor_db_id`. In case the assessor is unknown, this value is null and the goal `known_claim_assessor` is violated. The insurance company plans to keep its database of local assessors up-to-date, as they need to commission assessors themselves. This goal serves to identify new opportunities to add to the database.

The third step `Decide claim` is measured at the expert system after a decision about claim acceptance has been made. Here the `savings` generated in claim processing are measured. The value `details_missing` indicates if all details were available. While a claim can be valid with missing details, additional details may enable additional checks. For example the zip code of the claimant may not be extracted properly from the print document, limiting local comparisons of claimed damages. As the amount of claims cannot be handled manually, only select claims may be examined in detail. The goal `decision_viable` is used to select these claims. It fails if both details are missing and no savings have been generated.

The last step `Send claim` is measured at the claim management system after the claim answer letter is sent and represents the end of the process. The `timestamp` of the process end is measured.

The aggregated KPI `open_claims` calculates the current number of open claims by counting the measurements at `Receive claim` and subtracting the measurements at `Send claim`. The amount of open claims is an indicator of the general load of the system, as it rises with incoming claims and process duration.

The timing goal `notification_within_14_days` is related to a compliance requirement. The German Insurance Association (GDV) has issued a code of conduct regarding data privacy, which is to be followed by the claim management process [Ger12]. Requirement 5-8 of the code stipulates that a customer who has provided personal data has to be asked to agree with the use of this data for marketing purposes. This needs to occur with the next message to the customer or within a short time span (in this example 14 days). If the claim is answered within 14 days, the agreement can be asked within the letter. However, if claim processing takes longer, the goal is violated. This may happen under high load or in case of complex claims which are checked manually. After the goal is violated a separate letter asking for agreement needs to be sent to the customer manually.

While process monitoring helps to identify problems within the process by sending alerts, counteractions need to be performed manually. To lessen manual work and increase reliability, the monitoring events shall be used for process execution control. The following controls shall be implemented:
• Whenever the goal `avg_img_above_zero` is violated, the image extraction service may have encountered a problem. In this case the service shall be restarted automatically by running a batch script.

• If an unknown claim assessor is detected (goal `known_claim_assessor` is violated), the address of the claim assessor shall be sent to a different service, which automatically mails a questionnaire to the claim assessor, asking him to provide information about his or her services.

• If the goal `decision_viable` is violated for a claim, the claim shall be assigned to an expert within the claim management system.

• Depending on the amount of `open_claims` the length of time until automatic finalization of the claim shall be regulated so experts are not overwhelmed.

• If the goal `notification_within_14_days` is violated, a letter asking for agreement shall be created and sent automatically by a separate service.

In the following sections we will define the requirements to implement these control measures as well as the necessary modifications in aPro.

3.3 Requirements

In this section we will describe the requirements for process execution control both from a business and compliance perspective.

**R1** Goal violations create an event, which may be processed within the process. From a compliance perspective, process control aims to counteract detected compliance violations. In aPro, compliance requirements are modeled as goals. Thus, goal violations need to trigger counteractions.

**R2** Whenever a KPI is calculated, an event is created, which may be processed within the process. While the same applies to the business perspective, in a business use case in addition to the goals KPIs may be relevant for execution control. One example are the `open_claims` in the running example. While target values may be checked with a goal, a balance depending on the concrete value needs to be kept.

**R3** Events are created for both aggregated and nonaggregated goals and KPIs. Goals and KPIs may be calculated for a single process instance or aggregated by time and length, which both may lead to control actions.

**R4** Events and control actions are modeled alongside the process and goal model. As aPro uses a model-driven approach, process execution control needs to be part of the model.

**R5** All parts of the aPro architecture relevant for process execution control are configured automatically. Events and control actions need to be taken into account when configuring the aPro architecture. This includes monitoring event creation and functionality for triggering control actions.

**R6** All modeling extensions need to work with executable process models. As described in Section 1, aPro supports heterogeneous execution environments. This
means an event may trigger different kinds of control actions, depending on the system(s) executing the process. In case of a process engine, this may be achieved by simply catching a BPMN event [Sil09].

**R7** aPro assists in the creation and integration of control actions. Without a process engine, control actions include performing an additional activity, calling a web service, executing a script or changing a configuration parameter. As these control actions need to be defined in a platform-specific way, they cannot be created automatically. Similar to the monitoring stubs for gathering measurements, control actions need to be integrated with the executing system. Thus, instead of full automation, semi-automatic assistance for control point creation needs to be provided.
3.4 Modeling extensions

To fulfill requirement \textbf{R4}, we need to extend the ProGoalML notation to include the definition of events and control actions. BPMN already contains modeling elements for event handling. Events can be thrown and caught to control process flow, escalate process instances and handle exceptions [Sil09]. To keep compatibility with executable process models (requirement \textbf{R6}), the existing event modeling capabilities should be used. To implement a control action, the action itself as well as the triggering event needs to be modeled. The event is thrown if a KPI is measured or a goal is violated. It is then caught to trigger the control action.

As monitoring data is gathered and processed in an event-based fashion using CEP, no separate modeling of events is necessary. From a conceptual point of view, control actions are not triggered by events, but by goals and KPIs. Thus, instead of explicitly modeling the throwing event, implicitly an event is assumed to be thrown at each KPI and goal, whenever they are calculated. BPMN 2.0 has multiple event types which are used for different purposes. To decide which event is implicitly thrown by KPIs and goals, we investigated the usage of each event type. Event types differ in the scenarios where they may be thrown and caught. Message events are used to communicate between pools. Error events handle errors in subprocesses and cannot be caught as a start event or at a gateway. Escalation events can only be caught at the border of the subprocess they’re thrown in. If maximum flexibility in event handling is to be provided, these event types are unsuitable. BPMN 1.1 introduced the Signal event type to provide more flexible event communication [Sil09]. Signal events may be used to listen to external events within a process model, which is suitable for goal and KPI events generated by the CEP engine. Thus, events are to be modeled as signal events named by the KPI or goal they refer to. Using catching signal events, control actions can be modeled with standard BPMN elements, e.g. as an event subprocess or as part of an event gateway. An event subprocess is a subprocess which is started if its start event is thrown. An interrupting event subprocess stops its parent process, while a non-interrupting event subprocess runs in parallel without stopping its parent process [Sil09].

Figure 3 shows the running example extended by implementing the specified controls. Control actions are modeled as event subprocesses. For example, if the goal \textit{avg\_image\_above\_zero} is violated, a signal event named \textit{avg\_img\_above\_zero} is thrown. It is caught in an event subprocess, as indicated by an association. In this subprocess, the image service is restarted without interrupting the main process. Similarly, three other control actions are modeled, shown as collapsed event subprocesses. If \textit{decision\_viable} is false, the event triggers an interrupting event subprocess in which an expert finishes the process manually.

Associations are used to indicate event flow within the process. During creation of the ProGoalML file these as well as the goal model are removed from the process model to create a plain BPMN model. Additionally to the process and goal model, a control model is added to the ProGoalML file indicating which goals and KPIs
may trigger control actions.

3.5 Model transformation

Using the control model, the aPro architecture has to be configured (requirement R5). Figure 1 shows the extended aPro architecture, new control elements marked in grey. Requirements R1, R2 and R3 are fulfilled by the CEP engine which already generates relevant events for monitoring purposes [KK]. Thus, no additional CEP rules are necessary. Below an automatically generated example CEP rule for the timing goal notification_within_14_days. It generates an alert event whenever a measurement of receive is not followed by a matching measurement of send within 14 days.

```sql
INSERT INTO 'ALERTnotification_within_14_days'
SELECT receive.claim_id AS claim_id FROM PATTERN [EVERY
    receive = INreceive -> (timer:interval(14 days)
    AND NOT send = INsend(claim_id = receive.claim_id))]
```

As control actions are specific to the application systems, an integrating component is necessary. Similarly to the monitoring stubs, which send unified monitoring data from a specific system, we introduce so-called control stubs. Control stubs are specific to a control action and listen to the relevant event from the CEP engine. If an event is received, the control stub performs an implementation-specific task (e.g. calling a script or sending the event to a process engine). To configure this, a listener is registered for each relevant event at the CEP engine, which is called whenever such an event occurs.

3.6 Control stubs

During deployment of the aPro architecture, the specific control stubs for each control action need to be available as Java classes. These are implemented by extending a control stub abstract class, which in turn is a listener to the CEP engine. Only a method handling the event needs to be implemented. For example regarding the timing goal notification_within_14_days, a control stub listening to ALERTnotification_within_14_days events is implemented which calls a service generating the letter whenever an alert occurs. The process instance is identified by the claim_id within the event.

To map control actions to control stubs, an XML format called a control mapping is used. For each control action it contains the implementing control stubs as well as configuration parameters. This allows custom as well as predefined control stubs. Class files need to be provided for each custom control stub. A default control mapping is created automatically, mapping each control action to an empty control stub.

4 Prototype and Evaluation

We have extended the existing prototype to model a control model as well as store it in a ProGoalML file as described in 3.4. Figure 3 has been created using the
Oryx-based modeling component of the prototype. During deployment, the control mapping as well as all control stubs are added to a Java web archive (war) file containing the monitoring infrastructure.

The open source CEP engine Esper is used to generate events. We adapted existing aPro functionality for sending e-mail alerts to implement control stubs. The abstract control stub implements the Esper UpdateListener interface. During startup of Esper, the control mapping XML file is read. Each control stub is instantiated as a Java object with the specified parameters and registered as a listener to the specified event at the CEP engine.

We implemented predefined control stubs allowing for invoking an executable (e.g. a batch script), calling a URL and sending an event to the process engine Activiti. These can be selected and configured in the control mapping without writing custom source code. Therefore, requirement R7 is fulfilled. However, we encountered an issue regarding events from aggregated goals and KPIs in Activiti. As no process instance ID is known, the only option is to broadcast these events to all process instances. This may lead to undesired behavior, as control actions may be executed multiple times. Thus, requirement R6 is only fulfilled for nonaggregated goals and KPIs.

We evaluated the prototype using the example process implemented with a test driver as well as deployed within Activiti. Using the test driver, control actions were invoked as desired. However, using Activiti we learned that event subprocesses are currently only partially supported. We were able to test the general mechanism of sending signals to Activiti but will need to further test when development of Activiti has progressed.

In future work we plan to evaluate the prototype further using the real-life claim management process. While this process is currently monitored non-intrusively by aPro, implementing controls is a critical alteration and requires further testing.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we described a model-driven approach for business process monitoring and execution control in heterogeneous, distributed environments. The existing monitoring infrastructure is used to provide events which trigger control actions. We described how control stubs can be used to define these control actions with minimal effort. We implemented these concepts in a prototype and evaluated it with an example process containing business and compliance controls.

Monitoring and controlling compliance at runtime is only one aspect of guaranteeing compliance of a business process. In future work in the C.o.m.B. project we plan to unify compliance management in a generic descriptor encompassing process modeling, deployment, runtime and control [KKR+13].

---

1 http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Oryx/WebHome
2 http://esper.codehaus.org/
3 http://www.activiti.org/userguide/#bpmnSignalEventDefinition
4 http://www.iaas.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/projects/COMB/
In future work we plan to extend the prototype and evaluate it in a real-life environment. Planned extensions include full process engine support and easier configuration management. While deploying aPro is simple, advanced options like e-mail alerting, passwords, visualization preferences and control mappings need to be specified with each deployment. We plan to unify these options in a deployment descriptor, further increasing ease-of-use. We also plan to extend the generation of monitoring dashboards to the generation of control panels, so as to provide a GUI for manual controlling tasks, and for overseeing automatic ones.
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